Objectives
• Ormen Lange’s prolific reservoir capacity in terms of permeability, size and pressure led to the selection of a big bore, high flow rate completion design concept
• The completion design featured a 9½” production liner and a high-set production packer, which resulted in the cabled permanent gauge (PDG) being located around 1,000-1,200m above the producing sandface
• In drawdown constrained wells it is critical to be able to measure the sandface flowing pressure accurately, allowing the minimal drawdown to be selected that will maximise production whilst avoiding causing damage to the reservoir or sandface completion
• Due to the gravity head difference and frictional pressure drop over a 1,200m separation distance, there is significant uncertainty in how the flowing bottom hole pressure measured at the permanent gauge reflects the actual sandface flowing pressure – any improvement in the accuracy of measurement results directly in a corresponding increase in production

Value to client
• The high value data collected was used to tune the lift curve correlations across the wider Ormen Lange field, optimising production even in those wells without a wireless gauge
• Pressure transient analysis performed on the CaTS data provided more representative values for permeability and skin than the remotely located PDG
• Having two-way communication provided the flexibility to request the sandface data at the time and frequency required, which proved critical to the project
• Avoiding having any packer penetration simplified completion running and enhanced integrity

Expro Excellence
• Six wells were equipped with Expro’s CaTS™ wireless pressure gauges
• Large bore gauge mandrels were installed as part of a lower completion assembly and located directly above the sand screens
• The mandrel featured a high specification quartz P/T sensor, pressure build-up functionality, and full two-way communications with the onshore control room at Nyhamna (120km away)

The CaTS data has already proven its value on one of the newly commissioned wells where produced water measurements at the xmas tree were outside the normal operating range. By having the CaTS data available, we were able to demonstrate this was a metering issue, allowing us to continue ramping up the well.
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